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Let’s hope, at this point, our elected officials really know what is happening on
main street California.
On a different note, if there is a bright side, look how much better we have all
gotten at cooking and grilling! Ping Pong! Corn Hole! And even Poker!
AVOCADOS
With California
fruit in the market
and new crop
Mexican product
the Avocado Market is steady.
CITRUS
With very limited
Food Service activity,
we do not have Chilean Navels, normally
we would carry them
in stock.
Fancy grade Lemons
are becoming more
expensive as well as
Limes at this time.

APPLES & PEARS
There is a large pull of
USDA Family Relief
Box Programs that arekeeping smaller sized
apple at a premium
price.
As schools programs
open up more product
will be available
PEARS:
Washington D’Anjous
and Red Pears are
starting to drop off.
California Bosc, Bartlett and Asian Pears
are starting to appear.

BERRIES
Strawberries:
Still some hot weather
issues in Salinas and
Watsonville, this will
shorten harvest yields.
Blueberries:
The California crop is in
play with Washington
fruit coming in to join
the mix.
Raspberries:
The recent heat wave
has slowed the start
and will affect yields.

STONE FRUIT
California Stone Fruit ,
we have seen stellar quality across the board.
Figs are back in for the
second seasonal showing!
Including tiger stripes and
Kadota figs!

Tomatoes Etc.
Melons;
The California Desert has started
along with Turlock
varietal melons.
Crenshaw, Persian,
Casaba melons to
name a few.

Tomatoes~

Local Mixed Cherry
Tomatoes are in and
Large sized Heirlooms are just starting to show up from
Hollister !
Coke Farms and
Durst Organic’s

GRAPES;

Green Grapes; The
California season has
some nice crunchy
product!
Red Grapes :
Very nice but not
quite yet on par with
the Green Grapes!

MOST ITEMS IN THIS SECTION HAVE ISSUES FROM HEAT AND SHORT PLANTINGS
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Asparagus

Celery .

Mexican product will
decrease as heat and
rain has affected production.

Steady

Green BeansBeautiful Local product.
Broccolini~

Snap and Snow
Peas Supplies have
improved and prices
are moving down.
Artichokes,
available but they are
the Globe Variety not
the pointy Coastal
Variety

Steady, good quality.

Squashes~Cucumber
s~English Cucumbers~Eggplants ~ Bell
Peppers and Chiles.
Many local varieties of
zucchinis are in from
Mixed Baby to large
Mixed!
Mixed Local Chile
Peppers too!
Padron, Gypsy,
Shisito!

BROCOLLI~CAULIFLOWERS~CORN
Broccoli ~
Some recent heat
related issues
mostly in appearance

Cauliflowers~
This product
like broccoli,
is sharing the
same predicament.
Colored Cauliflower is now
available.

CORN:
Good quality out
of Brentwood and
the Sacramento
Dixon area!

LETTUCE ~ ROMAINE~SOFT LEAF
All items in this
category have
been short
planted by all
growers. It has
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been impossible
to predict volumes as Food
Service is close
to non-existent
at this time. Be-

cause of this,
prices have been
artificially on the
high to mid
range.

Our Local Growers are starting to really roll!
Salinas, Hollister, Aromas,

Mixed Heirloom Squashes
Asian Pears

Mixed Varietal Melons

Dragon Fruit

Black Mission Figs ,Kadota, Tiger Stripes will be rolling in!

Mixed Carrots of all sizes!

